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ULYSSE NARDIN
Into the Blue

Ulysse Nardin recently hosted their first ever event in Mumbai city with brand ambassador Siddhant Chaturvedi. The event
was a delightful gathering of watch lovers as well as youth icon Chaturvedi, where watch enthusiasts had a chance to
view Ulysse Nardin’s new Freak, Blast, Marine and Diver collections.
Sporting his favourite timepiece from the collection- The FREAK X Blue from Ulysse Nardin, he mentioned, “I’m so excited
to share this association with Ulysse Nardin, having a rich history of more than 176 years. The Freak X to me is such a
versatile timepiece. It’s the only watch in the world where you can find the time by looking at the watch’s movement. I can
make a statement with it, be it any occasion, day or night events, work or play! A timepiece to me is like an extension of my
own self, I would only have 2-3 key timepieces, but I would wear them throughout, all day, everyday.”
Other attendees from Ulysse Nardin’s cocktail party were avid watch enthusiasts and collectors, Leading Fashion
Influencers and Designers, Entrepreneurs and VIP customers. A LED walkway panel showcasing Ulysse Nardin’s Shark
flying across the streets of Mumbai welcomed guests into the Freaky party! It was indeed an Instagrammable moment.
The party also had exclusively curated branded cocktails for each of the four collections – Freak, Blast, Marine and Diver.
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What a year 2022 has been for the world of
watches. it marks the return of in person
shows and events and also signifies great
advancements in the field of watchmaking.
New launches, technological achievements
and a greater understanding of consumer
preferences have emerged during the span
of these 12 months.
The current issue covers the star studded
evening that was the GPHG exhibition that
took place in New Delhi this year. This is a
huge honour for India as it recognizes the
budding watch community and the passion
that watch enthusiasts have for fine watchmaking. Fossil has always been
innovative in collaborating with brands that have a mass appeal and this
time it has roped in the hugely popular Harry Potter series. A collaboration
that will delight all Potterheads, this one has magic written all over it.
The upcoming FIFA World Cup in Qatar has football fans excited like never
before. Cementing its association with Hublot, the brand launches a special
edition to commemorate this much awaited World Cup. On the cover is
Bollywood actor Siddhant Chaturvedi who has been announced Ulysess
Nardin’s brand ambassador and inaugurated the brand’s first event in India.
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WATCH TREND

ZENITH

Going Once, Going Twice
The ZENITH X Voutilainen X Phillips 10-piece limited edition Calibre 135-O in platinum unveiling struck a chord
in discerning watch collectors as it marked the first time ever that Swiss watchmaking brand had made its
most prized movement from the golden age of chronometry competitions available for acquisition. The
Manufacture and its Heritage Department had entrusted renowned watchmaker Kari Voutilainen with the task
of restoring a batch of Calibre 135-O movements and hand-decorating them to the highest possible degree.
This was done in collaboration with Bacs & Russo auction house.
The 11th watch to feature one of these priceless movements, the Calibre 135-O unique piece is rendered even
more exceptional as the only example crafted in a niobium case and paired with a guilloché salmon dial and
rose gold coloured movement. The resulting timepiece was auctioned at the Phillips Geneva Watch Auction:
XVI fetching an eye popping CHF 315’000 (USD 315'662/ GBP 277'484).
The auctioning of this singular piece by Phillips marks the finishing act to a month when Zenith has been
actively rallying behind the cause of Breast Cancer Awareness. It follows the launch of the Chronomaster
Original Pink edition, from which a portion of the sales proceeds were donated to Susan G. Komen and the
MEET THE DREAMHERS event held in Singapore that bolstered the Manufacture’s commitment to fight breast
cancer and support one of the world’s leading foundations.
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GRAND PRIX D’HORLOGERIE
DE GENÈVE 2022 IN NEW DELHI
Putting India On The Map Yet Again!
by Karishma Karer

Indian watch aficionados have finally been graced with the
opportunity to come face to face with the finest
craftsmanship in watchmaking and engage directly with some
renowned industry professionals. The GPHG 2022 Exhibit in
New Delhi hosted by Ethos boutiques took the city by storm,
all puns intended. Let me take you through my journey.
As the Capital gets hit by unexpected stormy weather, the
GPHG 2022 exhibit kicks of with an exclusive dinner reception
at the Embassy of Switzerland, very graciously hosted by
Rolf Heckner, Ambassador of Switzerland to India and Bhutan,
Yashowardhan Saboo and Raymond Lauretan, the President
of the GPHG. The grandeur of this evening is inexplicable and I
must say even I underestimated the outcome of what I
witnessed. An evening filled with knowledge, fun and laughter
as friends of both the domestic and International watch
fraternity came together to celebrate the GPHG 2022 exhibit in
New Delhi, India. From the man who sparked the vintage
watch boom – Aurel Bacs to varied members of the Indian
Watch fraternity, the evening was a testament to the
superpower that India is.
We caught up with Yashovardhan Saboo, Founder and
Chairman of Ethos Limited, YS as he is fondly referred to, “ It
all starts with the vision of Ethos. It was to create a legitimate
chain of stores to bring the world of International haute
horlogerie to India. But the vision was also to introduce the
world of haute horlogerie to India. Over the last two decades
various misconceptions of India have reduced, however they
still do persist. India has evolved and events like these rightly
put India on the map. When we come together, stories happen.
The brands now recognise India for what it is going to be and
not as per the conceptions or misconceptions they’ve had
based on past experiences. In the next 10-15 years, the growth
in India is going to surprise us”. “The recognition that GPHG
gives is the validation of the seriousness of watchmaking”,
says YS.
“We know that India is one of the biggest watch markets and
the fact that the very best of the best are here, be it
connoisseurs or the people from the industry, it is a signal of
the Indian watch consumer being taken seriously by the
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brands. It is one thing to digitally see the watches, it a whole
other ball game when you can physically see these watches in
your own country. GPHG coming to India is also very good for
the overall watch category that often tends to get classified as
something that is not as vibrant and thriving with every
passing decade. There was a time when there were talks of
smart phones and smart watches taking over but there is
something so essentially beautiful about the watch category
that it will never die. Beauty never dies afterall and I think the
GPHG Exhibit in Delhi is bringing that to life reinstating that
this category has so much beauty and joy to offer. To sum it
all, the presence of GPHG here today is just the beginning of
an exciting era for the watch category in India”, Suparna Mitra,
Chief Executive Officer – Watches and Wearables division
TITAN.
Will we see an Indian watch on the list of finalists soon? Well
Suparna did not completely negate that thought. I guess we
will just have to play the waiting game.
With the weather clearly not favouring us this weekend, it was
heartwarming to see the turnout of watch aficionados from
across the country make their way through the thunderstorm
in the Capital to experience the extravagance of the GPHG
2022 Exhibit at the Leela Palace Hotel. The day began with a
ribbon cutting ceremony by YS and Pranav Saboo and the
varied invited International delegates. The curtains were
raised. Being a part of the world of watchmaking, I have to say
I do have the privilege to view and review these exquisite
timepieces quite often which often translates to me taking
these moments for granted. To see the awe factor, the level of
interest, to witness the knowledge and true passion for fine
watchmaking amongst varied groups of Indian watch
collectors all under one roof was such a privilege and most
certainly an eye-opener.
“It was a privilege to witness the watches and be a part of
such a wonderful exhibit. I truly believe that the Indian watch
collector market for independent brands is thriving and GPHG
coming into India, helped by our largest independent watch
retailer Ethos watches, reconfirms that fact. Indian collectors
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get to experience brands like Gronefeld & Rexhep Rexhepi
which are on par with bigger markets like Switzerland, Hong
Kong and Dubai. Here’s to hoping that we have many more
events like these that celebrate horology and Indian collectors”
Sarat Bhogavalli Managing Partner, Moksha Consulting &
Moderator J9 collectors India.
“Another marquee event by Ethos! The GPHG 2022 exhibit is
more what any watch enthusiast could have dreamed of.
From physically being able to view the exceptional masterpieces to the best hospitality in the industry, the weekend was
fantastic. You don’t just come across watches crafted by
master watchmakers like Kari Voutilainen and Stepan
Sarpaneva. The communion of the entire Indian watch family
together interacting with the legends of the Global watch
world was a delight for all of us from RedBar. So yes, a big
thank you to the Saboo family for fueling our passion further
and being such gracious hosts.” Punit Mehta, Chapter Leader
RedBar Bombay.
As we came to the end of Day 1 after some intriguing panel
discussions, it was time to celebrate in the true Delhi style.
After a traditional lighting of the lamps, which the Saboo
family very graciously also invited me to be a part of, the ball
room was taken over by a burst of colours and energy as a
bunch of bhangra dancers, a traditional Punjabi folk dance
that originates from the farming districts of the Punjab region
in India took over. The dance was associated primarily with
the spring harvest festival Baisakhi, and it is from one of the
major products of the harvest—bhang (hemp)—that bhangra
drew its name. In a typical performance, several dancers
executed vigorous kicks, leaps, and bends of the body to the
accompaniment of short songs called boliyan and, most
significantly, to the beat of a dhol (double-headed drum).
Before one could realise, these invigorating dancers had
Yashowardhan Saboo, Raymond Lauretan, Jean Marie
Schaller, Nicholas Hoffman, Leila Kamali and various other
delegates giving the Bhangra a go. The warmth and energy in
that room at that very moment cannot be described in words.
What a welcome indeed.
Coming to the various panel discussions, the one that
truly caught my attention was the discussion around
responsible luxury and sustainability and the response of
the watch business coordinated by Patrik Hoffmann for
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Raymond Loretan, Suparna Mitra, Jan Edocs,
CEO of Doxa Watches, Mohit Hemdev,
Country Manager in India for Officine Panerai
and Leila Kamali, Oris Watches. It was
nothing short of gratifying to understand
the efforts of brands that are adopting
sustainable practices and giving back
through socially responsible initiatives. As
Leila Kamali rightly pointed out, “Almost a
decade ago, the term sustainable was not
sexy enough for the watch industry”. Today
almost all brands emphasise on the CSR and ESG approach.
Be it the materials like Panerai’s new E-steel watches or Oris’s
new sustainable recycled deer straps, the inevitable change is
happening. It is also imperative to mention Ethos’s Million Tree
Project wherein since 2021, for every watch that is sold, one
tree will be planted and as we speak they are at 42,500 tree’s.
Kudos Ethos.
However, the key missing link here is the level of transparency
and the accessibility to knowledge about these factors, as
Patrick Hoffman rightly pointed out. As much as I appreciate
brands taking these initiatives, is the consumer today really
that conscious? Well I certainly hope so.
And finally the real heroes of the weekend, the watches.
The two aspects that did stand out was the dominance of
the indies (independent watch brands) and the diversity of
the nominated brands, reinforcing that the “Geneva ” Grand
Prix is not just about Switzerland. As Aurel Bacs rightly
mentioned in his speech, “There is a dominance of
independent brands at the GPHGs, which shows that
excellence and recognition is not about the millions that
can be spent on the marketing of a product, but on the
attention that is given to the product itself,”.
So that’s a wrap of my weekend at the GPHG 2022 exhibit in
India! From interacting with seasoned collectors to industry
professionals, the weekend was the perfect amalgamation
of knowledge, fun, laughter encapsulated by the warmth
and hospitality of the Saboo family. As Yashowardhan Saboo
sums it up just right, “It’s time for fine watchmaking to
rediscover India”.
Here’s putting India on the map yet again.
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FOSSIL
Destination: Hogwarts

The magical world of Harry Potter comes alive with Fossil’s
newest launch in partnership with Warner Bros Consumer
Products. A capsule collection featuring timepieces and
jewelry inspired by the Harry Potter film series and the
beloved wizarding world created by J.K. Rowling, with
something for every witch, wizard and Muggle across
generations.
Featuring an ode to Hogwarts on the dial and the Hogwarts
crest on the caseback, the Harry Potter x Fossil Heritage
Watch is for everyone who ever hoped to receive their
Hogwarts acceptance letter. The piece includes an
ultra-precise Japanese automatic movement, 43mm
gold-tone case, three-link bracelet, lightning bolt second
hand and glow-in-the-dark minute and hour hands.
Also launching are four House Watches paying homage to
the Hogwarts houses. Embodying the spirit of Gryffindor,
Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw and Slytherin, the dial of each watch
features a Hogwarts house crest—with a lion, badger, raven
or serpent—alongside 20mm striped nylon straps in the
corresponding house’s iconic colors. With a 40mm case and
details in gold-tone (Gryffindor), silver-tone (Ravenclaw,
Slytherin) and smoke (Hufflepuff), these watches will be a
valuable addition to your watch wardrobe.
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THE WOMEN WATCH
COMMUNITY CELEBRATES AT
ASIA’S FIRST EVER
WATCH FEMME HOSTED BY
THE HOUR MARKERS

Women and watches - not just a mere alliteration but a phrase
that’s gaining momentum and ready to create a stir in the industry.
We often hear or rather see, throngs of men at an event for a niche
like watches - the obvious choice and understanding that they
possess more knowledge and passion for this piece of art. But,
look at the irony. The very first wristwatch was created for a lady
by Breguet in the early 1800s; it later became the inspiration for
the Queen of Naples collection today!
Ladies, it’s time to talk watches and move beyond the boy club
cliches. The Hour Markers decided to offer women a unique
experience by hosting Asia’s first-ever Watch Femme in Delhi,
India at Spring House Coworking on the 3rd of November. For
those of you who are oblivious to the term ‘Watch Femme’,
it’s an organization founded by three powerful women namely Laetitia Hirschy, Suzanne Wong, and Nathalie Veysset. They host
events across the globe to allow women to come together and
break stereotypes in the watch world.
With a mix of watch enthusiasts, knowledge seekers, and leading
women across different professions, the event was an eye-opener,
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conversation starter, and a celebration of the one thing that binds
us all together - “Watches”. A festive-themed event, we had women
walk in their Indian ensembles, pairing just the right companion on
their wrist that showcased their personality the best. With
Wordswork being our helping hand in the capital, every detail was
looked into and curated to match the vibe.
To add a unique flair to the event, we had Maison de Aromes’
perfume bar, founded by Surat Sinha, where each of our guests
could experiment with aromas, walk down the alleys of musky
fragrances and customize perfumes based on their liking. Whether
warm or spicy, oodh or fruity - they could pick their preferences.
As the evening lights descended into a twinkling night,
Karishma Karer, Founder at The Hour Markers, and Laetitia
Hirschy, Co-founder and President at Watch Femme engaged
in a panel discussion about watches, gender neutrality, how to
start your watch collection as well as several questions that raised
a few eyebrows, captured a few ‘oh I had no idea’ moments and
educated the ladies.
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Talking about how to start your watch collection, Laetitia said, “It’s
a very personal thing. Today, with Instagram we can connect with
each other, ask questions and get access to a lot of information
and unique styles.”
Adding on to this Karishma said, “The best way to start your watch
collection is knowledge. Don’t be shy to ask. When I started my
journey 18 years ago, I knew nothing about watches. Working with
a very esteemed writer back then, I would ask him to draft the
questions that I could ask the CEOs. Acting as if I knew it all,
they could not tell if I had the knowledge or not. However, if there’s
one thing I could change is asking questions. Today, this has
changed for me. Learn about watches and understand beyond just
the brand. Ask the right questions, ask the wrong questions, but
start somewhere.”
Moving on, we threw the floor open to questions and asked our
esteemed guests about their experience in the watch world. Have
you ever been questioned if you chose a 41mm watch? Talking
about an enlightening retail experience, Rachna Wadhwa, Collector
at Time & Style said, “The knowledge is not there. I had a customer
walk in who said her watch was not working, only to find out that
her watch was automatic. She was not told by the retailer the
workings behind her watch. She was so thankful to me that I
explained to her about her watch. Women tend to choose their
watch based on diamonds, colors, designs, etc.”
Pink it and shrink it - with more women rising beyond just designs,
it’s no longer a term to associate them with. The market for
women opting for watches with the bling element is higher,
however, it is slowly changing. Prianca Datta said, “Had I not had
the knowledge I possess today, I would have opted for a bling
watch. Earlier it was about wearing a watch that my husband
bought, but today, it is not only about the bling.”

enthusiast also shared her insights on how watches are an
“emotional investment”. “I love wearing a lot of husband watches.
In fact, I’m wearing his Jaeger-LeCoultre today.”
As the event unwinded, we understood from the ladies what they
preferred in a watch, and the complications they did not prefer;
from perpetual calendars to tourbillons, what’s your pick?
Adding on Archana Jain, Managing Director at PR Pundit said,
“I don’t prefer a skeleton watch. It’s not for me. I may buy it but I
don’t see myself wearing it.”
As the panel discussion ended, the women engaged in
conversations like “what’s on your wrist, what’s next on your list
and more” over their glass of wine, indulged in Delhi delicacies
and spent time with the watches on display - from the likes of
Hautlence, HMTs, Zenith, Bovet, Panerai Moonphase, Omega
Moonswatches, and the new Carl F Bucherer Manero Flybacks.
Ethos sent in a few watches that really caught the ladies’ eyes.
We were ecstatic to have this array of ladies, some who knew
their watches and some who were eager to expand their
knowledge about the world of horology. Women, it’s time to
make your mark. A common voice was heard “We look forward
to many such events for women.” We hear you, and we promise
to come back with more.
And to end an event that celebrates women truly, we collaborated
with Raj Uphaar - an initiative through which tribal women of
South Gujarat are provided with employment opportunities to
support their quest towards attaining self-reliance and financial
independence. Through our giveaway, we aimed to give back to
the community and empower women.
Stay curious, and stay connected! (thehourmarkers.com)

Roshni Barodia, a watch retailer at Gangoly Brothers and
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OMEGA
Best of Both Worlds

Offering the best of both worlds, the Omega Co-Axial Master Chronometer
Calibre 1932 is a complete superstar in the world of watches. It is the first
movement ever to fuse chronograph and minute repeater functions, requiring its
own mechanical “brain” to chime elapsed time. The project took six long years to
complete and was kept under wraps until the brand had perfected this iconic
timepiece. In order to celebrate this achievement, legendary Olympian Michael
Phelps joined Omega in Los Angeles at the launch of the brand’s most complicated calibre and two watches worthy of its power.
They are: Omega’s numbered edition Olympic 1932 Chrono Chime, which links
the world’s first minute repeater wristwatch - produced by OMEGA in 1892 - to
the pocket chronographs used to time the Los Angeles 1932 Olympic Games and
the classic 45 mm Speedmaster Chrono Chime for everyday wear.
Talking about his association with the brand, Phelps says, “Omega precision has
played a vital role in my own success, so I’m thrilled to help launch these
incredible pieces of technology. I’ve been with Omega a long time, so I know what
the watchmakers are capable of, but these Chrono Chime timepieces are on a
whole new level.”
The event was designed to ensure that guests had a memorable evening where
they enjoyed a special Chrono Chime dinner at the LA Memorial Coliseum: venue
of the Los Angeles 1932 Olympic Games. The evening included drone aerobatics
and a symbolic lighting of the Olympic flame.
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NOVEMBER PICKS
Shinning Bright

This has been a great year for watches. It marked the return of in person shows and events,
numerous new launches and an unbridled enthusiasm for a shared love for watches. So to
commemorate this memorable year, here are our top November picks that are sure to prove a
valuable addition to your watch wardrobe.

FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT

Classics Quartz Chronograph Triple Calendar

Seiko’s Speedtimer series marks an important
point in the history of watchmaking. It was the
first automatic chronograph and signified a real
advancement in the brand’s manufacture. The
newest model of this series reflects the
precision required for elapsed time
measurement at the highest level. The
chronograph’s second hand extends right to the
tachymeter markings at the dial edge. The
chronograph minute hand at six o’clock and the
center second hand are both in red so that the
elapsed time stands out clearly against the dial
and can be read at a glance. The date window is
placed between the indexes so that the exact
time can always be seen with ease. The
timepiece is powered by Seiko’s solar Caliber
V192 which offers a 60-minute chronograph, a
24-hour subdial and, when fully charged,
operates for up to six months without being
exposed to light.

TISSOT
Telemeter 1938
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A watch is one of the few accessories that stand
the test of time and become a part of your
legacy. Frederique Constant has mastered the
art of Swiss watchmaking making it a classic
addition to your watch wardrobe. Its newest
offering, The Classics Quartz Chronograph Triple
Calendar mechanism is based on quartz
technology, the FC-296 calibre, which comes
with a long-lasting battery life of more than a
quadrennial period. Not only that, it is adorned
by more than a dozen jewels. The timepiece
comes with a diameter of 40 mm and a height of
10.56 mm. Its case is scratch-resistant convex
sapphire crystal with a closed case back and
water- resistant up to 3 ATM/30m/100ft. it also
offers multiple features detailing information
with precision. This collection comes with a
chronograph and a date pointer, making
everyday tasks easy to enumerate and evaluate.

SEIKO

Prospex Speedtimer Solar Chronographs

The first thing that catches the eye is the
Telemeter 1938’s beautiful vintage-inspired dial
design. Alongside its condensed Arabic
numerals marking the hours, it features two
railroad sub-dials, one for the running seconds
and another for the chronograph’s 30-minute
counter. These are flanked by three scales. As
classic as the dial design is the brushed and
polished 42mm stainless steel case, which
tapers beautifully into elegantly proportioned
lugs. These hold a brown Italian leather strap
that is appropriate for daily wear as well as
occasion wear.

,
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MAURICE LACROIX
Aikon Venturer 38mm

A faithful companion to help you navigate urban
lifestyle, the AIKON Venturer 38mm is unisex
and ideally sized for most wrists. The model is
offered in a choice of two dial colours, black or
green, is equipped with silver-toned hour and
minute hands, lined with white Super-LumiNova.
Each hour is denoted with luminescent
triangular indexes. A minute track, marked with
crisp white lines, frames the dial and proves
invaluable when reading off the time. The central
sweep seconds hand is equipped with a
luminescent ‘lollipop’, enhancing legibility.
Positioned at 3 o’clock, the date display clearly
stands out from the sunray dial.

With a view to expand its product line, revered
American brand Ralph Lauren brings its
signature stirrup shapes silhouette to the world
of watches. A vivid expression of the brand’s
deep appreciation for tradition and enduring
style extends onto its latest watch collection as
well. Designed with a polished stainless steel
case and a supple calfskin strap with a unique
stirrup-inspired closure, this watch features a
lacquered dial with Roman numerals, a printed
minute track, oxidized sword-shaped hands,
and a sweeping second hand. The classic,
water-resistant collection contains watches
powered either by a quartz movement or with
an RL300-1 caliber self-winding manufacture
mechanical movement that provides a 42-hour
power reserve.

TAG HEUER
Mario Kart

RALPH LAUREN
Stirrup Collection

Nintendo fans can finally sport their favourite
Super Mario character on their wrists thanks to
TAG Heuer’s latest launch in collaboration with
the video game manufacturer fittingly dedicated
to Formula 1 racing. The watches highlight the
common themes shared by the TAG Heuer
Formula 1 collection and the Mario Kart series:
adrenaline, speed, competitiveness, all the way
to victory. Powered by the automatic Calibre 16
movement, the TAG Heuer Formula 1 X Mario
Kart Limited Edition (Chronograph) is limited to
3000 pieces. It was imagined in a 44-mm
steel case infused with references to the
world-famous racing games series: the Mario
Kart logo is inscribed on the black polished
ceramic tachymeter bezel with Super-LumiNova,
the 2 o’clock pusher and crown are circled with
an iconic red lacquer, Mario’s M symbol is
etched on the crown and Mario Kart logo is
engraved on the dedicated screwed-down case
back along with the outline of him in a racecar.
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HUBLOT
Game On!

The wait is finally over for football fans as the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022
is all set to kick off! As a fine watchmaking brand, Hublot has always
expressed its love for the game and has been announced the Official
Timekeeper of the FIFA World Cup for the 4th consecutive edition and will
time all 64 games at the World Cup including the final in the Lusail
Stadium in Doha on December 18.
To commemorate this happy occasion, the brand has launched the
Big Bang e FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022, a connected watch with a new
”timeline” function that will take fans of the world’s largest football
tournament right into the heart of the action – even before it begins.
With an even larger and improved high-definition screen, every glorious
moment of the game will be captured by the new designed dedicated
football app. Before the tournament starts, the Big Bang e FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022 will be in countdown mode, keeping track of the days
until the opening match on November 20 between Qatar and Ecuador.
Then, with 15 minutes to go before each match, the watch will deliver
team line-ups and player profiles, so the wearer can feast on the details
from the comfort of their wrist.
As a game kicks off, the watch will automatically enter “match mode”
and activate “timeline”, a feature created exclusively for this watch that
will help fans capture the most memorable and most important
moments in football.
The Big Bang e FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 will also be highly
personalisable, with dozens of dial options available through the
accompanying smartphone app. The official version has a burgundy dial
and a black and burgundy lined rubber strap inspired by the flag colours
of the State of Qatar, FIFA World Cup 2022 Host Country. Fans will also
be able to choose dial and strap designs in the colours of each of the
32 participating countries.
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